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FOREWORD 

This report presents a simple tool and method of analysis to aid 
practitioners in the planning and implementation of solar energy 
systems. This simple design tool for sizing solar ponds should 
aid analysts and planners in assessing the feasibility of solar 
ponds for any specified application, and in drawing up a prelimi
nary plan for their implementation. Work was performed under the 
Systems Analysis and Testing Program, a major program element in 
the Systems Development Division, Office of Solar App~ications. 

The assistance of David K. Benson in providing a careful review of 
this report is gratefully acknowledged. 

Approved for: 

, ___ SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

1'/IZ; / /.1, WtN/Iey l,y #.,d, ~-· 
Neil Woodley, Chief 
Systems Analysis Branch 
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SUMMARY 

Solar ponds- are probably the simplest technology available for 
thermal conversion of solar energy. The salt gradient solar pond 
was developed in Israel in the early 1960s where research has been 
rejuvenated recently by the escalation in oil prices. Solar pond 
research and development has been pursued in the United States 
since 1970 with one salt gradient solar pond now operating commer
cially in Miamisburg, Ohio. 

Although further research and development of solar ponds is desir
able to perfect the technique, the basic technology is proven. 
The solar pond has been shown to be technically feasible arid eco
nomically viable for many applications. Given an annual load 
profile and required· output temperatures, a solar pond may be 
sized to meet temperature and load requirements. After a start-up 
period ranging from about a month or two to one year, the solar 
pond achieves "steady state" operation. The start-up period is 
necessary to heat the pond water and the ground surrounding it. 

This report provides simple formulas in "cookbook" form to calcu
late the required pond surface area and depth. These formulas 
will enable a potential user to determine the approximate size so
lar pond needed for the contemplated applica-tion and location. In 
addition, examples are given of solar pond sizes at various loca
tions in the United States. 

v 
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SECTION 1.0 

INTRODUCTIOJI 

The solar pond is simultaneously a collector of solar radiation and a large 
body of thermal storage. Any pond. collects heat in the form of insolation 
absorbed into the pond itself and at its bottom. The ordinary natural pond 
loses the heat through vertical convection currents and evaporation and con
vection at the pond surface. The solar pond has artificial means to prevent 
vertical convection within the pond, evaporation and convection at the sur
face, or both. Due to the pond's massive thermal storage and the measures 
taken to retard heat loss, a temperature loss of l0°C takes weeks, even in the 
absence of insolation. Thus, the solar pond converts an intermittent energy 
source~-solar radiation--into a reliable source. 

The efficiency of conversion 'from insolation to thermal energy ranges from 
about 10% to 30%, depending on pond location and output temperature. Although 
conversion efficiency is low, cost and complexity are very low. As a result, 
solar ponds provide a simple, economical, and reliable source of thermal ener
gy suitable for applications such as district heating and cooling, low-temper
ature industrial process heating, or preheating for industrial processes. In 
addition, solar ponds in combination with organic Rankine engines or thermo
electric devices can be used as a continuous source of electricity. The eco
nomics of solar pond electricity production are currentli favorable but only 
for remote applications. 

This report provides a simple method for determining the required surface area 
and depth of a solar pond. In general, the surface area controls the average 
annual output temperature of the pond. The larger the surface area, the 
larger the received insolation compared to the load and, therefore, the higher 
the temperature of the heat delivered. Once the surface area is determihed, 
the depth controls the seasonal variation in output temperature. The greater 
the depth, the larger the thermal mass and, therefore, the smaller the ampli
tude of seasonal temperature fluctuations. 

The report begins by describing a base case salt gradient solar puucJ Jesign 
and providing simple steps to determine the required surface area and depth 
for a pond of this design (Section 2.0). Section 3.0 gives an example of the 
method and includes the results of a full-scale computer simulation for the 
same example. Section 4.0 uses the simple method presented in this report to 
obtain estimated pond sizes for various locations in the United States with 
only the base case salt gradient solar pond design being considered. Section 
5.0 outlines the method for the more eeneral solar pond including salt gradi
ent ponds diverging from the base case design and saltless ponds. Section 6.0 
contains a discussion of the origins of errors in the simple method. SecLiu11 
7.0 turns the method around by showing how to obtain estimated output tempera
tures for a pond given its size and shape. It also describes how to obtain 
the demand served when output temperatures are specified. Section 8.0 pro
vides hints on how to apply the method to a practical sizing problem. The 
Appendix gives the theoretical derivation of the simple method. 

1 
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SECTION 2.0 

THE BASE CASE SALT GRADIENT SOLAR POND 

The salt gradient solar pond is the most thoroughly researched and well-estab
lished variety of solar pond (Nielsen, forthcoming; Tabor and Weinberger, 
forthcoming; Rabl and Nielsen 1975; Zangrando and Bryant 1978). These ponds 
have been successfully operating for years in Ohio and New Mexico, as well as 
Israel and other areas. The salt gradient pond (Fig. 2-1) contains three 
layers: the surface layer--a thin layer of nearly saltless water in which 
there are vertical convection currents due to wind and evaporation; the 
nonconvecting layer--a layer in which a salt concentration gradient (positive 
downward) prevents vertical convection; and the lower convecting layer-:-a 
storage layer in which the salt concentration is constant. The nonconvecting 
layer serves to insulate the storage laye,r, preventing most of the heat 
loss. The convection of the surface layer is unavoidable, due to the effects 
of wind and evaporation. The bottom of the pond is usually lined with a 
blackened plastic film, to prevent leakage and to absorb the insolation that 
reaches the bottom. Heat removal to serve the load takes place in the storage 
layer either through a heat exchanger placed in the lower depths of the pond 
or by running the water through a heat exchanger placed nearby. 

Surface convecting layer 

----+-- Nonconvecting layer 

Figure 2-1. Salt Gradient Solar Pond 

{increasing salt concentration 
with depth) 

Storage layer 
{constant salt concentration) 

For the simplest version of the solar pond sizing method, which is presented 
in this section, a "base case" salt gradient pond with a surface convecting 
layer 0.3 m thick and a nonconvecting layer 1.2 m thick is assumed. These 
parameters are not necessarily optimal for every location and application, but 
they provide a conservative estimate of required pond size. The sizing method 
for more general salt gradient ponds and for saltless ponds is presented in 
Section 5.0. 

For the base case salt gradient pond, an average optical transmission of 0.31 
through the surface convecting and nonconvecting layers is assumed. Surface 

3 
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2.1.1 Inputs 

Inputs required are: 

T annual average pond temperature desired in °C (if in °F, subtract 32 
and multiply by 5/9); 

T annual average ambient temperature in °C; 
a 

I annual average insolation in W/m2 (if in langleys per day, multiply 
by 0.4845); 

L annual average load in watts (if in Btu/yr, multiply by 3.34 x 10-5 ); 
and 

~ = latitude in degrees~ 

2.1.2 Calculations 

(1) Multiply the insolation I by the adjustment factor f to obtain Ir, 
the insolation received after adjustment for surface reflection 
losses. The factor f is a function of latitude ~' as shown in Table 
2-2. 

(2) Multiply Ir by 0.31 to obtain lp, the insolation received in the pond 
Aft~r adjcistment for reflection and transmission losses. 

(3) Let Td = T - Ta• Then, the equation for the radius r (in meters) of 
a circular pond to meet the requirements is: 

r 
2.2Td + [4.84T~ + L(0.3183Ip- 0.15.92Td)] 112 

Ip .,... 0.5Td 
(2-1) 

(4) Once the radius is determined, use A = nr2 to fin4 the required sur
face area in square meters. To obtain the required area in acres, 
multiply by 0.000247. 

The fact that some of the constants have several significant digits does not 
imply a like accuracy in the result. 

5 



Table 2-2. REFLECTION LOSS ADJUSTMEINfT FACTORS 

Latitude <P Reflection Loss 
range adjustment 

(degrees) factor f 

0 to 29 0.98 
30 to 43 o. 97 
44 to 49 0.96 
so to 53 0.95 
54 to 56 0.94 
57 to 58 0.93 
59 to 60 0.92 
61 to 62 0.91 

63 0.90 
64 0.89 
6'> 0.88 
66 0.87 
67 0.86 
68 0.85 
69 0.84 
70 0.83 
71 0.81 
72 0.80 
73 0.78 
74 0.76 
75 0.74 
76 o. 71 
77 0.69 
78 0.66 
79 0.63 
80 0.59 
81 0.56 
82 0.52 
83 0.47 
84 0.42 
85 0.37 

2.2 ESTIMATING DEPTH REQUIREMENT FOR THE BASE CASE POND 

1'he sreat!ir the depth of the pond, the greater ito thermal mass and, there
fore, the smaller its seasonal temperature fluctuations. Because of excava
tion and salt costs, it is desirable to ~eep the depth at the minimum that 
assures a specified minimum pond temperature. 

The calculation of the depth requirement is more complex than ·the calculation 
of the surface area requirement. It does not yield a closed form solution for 
the required depth; rather, a depth is input and a resulting minimum pond tem
perature is obtained. The required depth to satisfy a specified minimum tem
perature requirement must be obtained by trial and error. Nevertheless, the 
calculations can be executed easily on a hand-held programmable calculator. 

6 
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2.2.1 Inputs 

Inputs required are: T, Ta, L, ~, as specified in Section 2.1.1; Ip, as cal
culated in Section 2.1.2; 

A 

= 

M 

the pond surface area in square meters, as calculated in 
Section 2.1.2 (if in acres, multiply by 4047); 

minimum desired pond temperature (°C); 

average ambient temperature in the coldest month of the 
year (°C); 

average insolation· in the least sunny month of the year 
(W/m2); 

average load in the month with the highest demand (watts);. 
and 

the number of the month with the highest demand. If in 
northern hemisphere, M = ~ for January, M = 2 for Febru
ary, etc. If in southern hemisphere, M = 7 for January, M 
= 8 for February, etc., with M = 6 for December. 

2.2.2 Calculations 

(1) Adjust Imin for reflection at the pond 1 s surface by looking up the 
factor in Table 2-2 for~+ 24°, then multiplying this factor by !min 
to obtain rr,min" 

(2) Multiply 1r,min by 0.29 to obtain Ip,min" 
(3) Let 

Ta = Ta - Ta,min 

I I -p 1p,min 

L (Lmax - L)/A 

a tM- u.~)/l:L - U.:L~ 

(4) Let 

a = 0.7069! 0.4633Ta - 3. 7722L cos 2'1Ta 
..... "' b -3.7054!- 1.4351Ta + 3. 7722L sin 2'1Ta 

-1.177sr + o.7766Ta "' c = + 6.28321 cos :l'IT<X 

"' d = -6.1720! - 2.3904Ta + 6.2832L sin 2'1Ta 

7 
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To facilitate these calculations, Table 2-3 gives values of cos 21Ta 
and sin 21Ta for the various values of M. 

( 5) Determine the required depth by trial and error. Select a trial 
depth D and compute tmin' the resulting minimum pond temperature, as 
follows: 

= T _((a+ dD)£ + (b + cD)ljl/£ 
tmin 5.2327D2 + 1.8861 

(2-2) 

Repeat with another trial D until a value of D is found such that 
t . = T . , the desired minimum pond temperature. The value of D 
tWij~ obt~IRed is the depth of the pond's storage layer. 

( 6) Add l • .'l m t:n n t:n r~rrmmt fnr the i\.lrfacQ convecting layor and the 
nonconvecting layer to obtain the total pond depth. 

Table 2-3. VALUES OF. COS 2ma .AND 
SIN 2mm FOR VARIOUS 
VALUES OF H 

M cos 21T<l sin 21Ta 

1 0.2588 -0.9659 
2 o. 7 071 -o. 7071 
3 0.9659 -0.2588 
4 0.9659 0.2588 
5 0.7071 0.7071 
6 0.2588 0.9659 
7 -0.2588 0.9659 
8 -o. 7071 o. 7071 
q -n. 9659 0.2588 

10 -0. 9659 -0. 2588 
11 -0.7071 -0.7071 
12 -0. 2588 -o. 9659 

8 
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SECTION 3.0 

EIAHPLES 

A solar pond is to be sized to provide heat to an office building in winter, 
hot water year-round, and heat to run an absorption cooler in the summer. The 
average annual load has been determined to be 280 kWth' with·the load reaching 
a maximum of 480 kWth in Ju~y. For the heating load in winter, the pond out
put temperature should be at least 48°C. In summer, the pond output tempera
ture must be at least 75°C to run the absorption cooler. Therefore, it is 
as,sumed that an annual average pond temperature of 70°C with a winter minimum 
of 48°C should be sufficient to provide the heat required. 

The site at which the pond is to be built is at a latitude 39°. The average 
annual ambient temperature is 10°C, reaching a minimum average of -2°C for the 
month of January. The average annual insolation is 206 W/m2 with a minimum 
of 96 W/m2 for the month of December. Symbolically, 

T 

Tmin 

Ta,min 

Imin 

Lmax 

M 

= 70°C, the average annual desired pond temp.erature; 

10°C, the average annual ambient temperature; 

206 W/m2, the average annual insolation; 

280,000 W, the averag~ annual load; 

39°, the latitude; 

= 48°C, the minimum desired pond temperature; 

-2°C, the average ambient temperature in the coldest month; 

= 96 W/m2 the average insolation in the least sunny month; 

480,000 W, the average load in the month with the highest 
demand; 

= 7, the number of the month (July) with the highest demand. 

3.1 SURFACE AREA CALCULATION 

Using Section 2.1.2 as a reference, do the following calculations. 

( 1) From Table 2-2, the reflection loss adjustment factor f at latitude 
39° is 0. 97; hence, the average annual insolation adjusted for re
flection losses Ir is 0.97 x 206 = 200 W/m2. 

( 2) Ip = 0. 31 x Ir = 0. 31 x 200 = 62 W/m~ the average annual insolation 
reaching the pond's storage layer. 

(3) The average temperature difference Td between pond and ambient, 
T - Ta, is 70°C - 10°C = 60°C. Applying Eq. 2-1, the radius (in 
meters) of the required circular pond is: 

9 
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(4) 

2.2Td + (4.84T~ + L(0.3183Ip- 0.1592Td)]
1

/
2 

r = --------------------------~----------~----

= 2.2(60) + {4.84(60)
2 

+ (280,000)[0.3183(62)- 0.1592(60)]} 112 

62 - o. 5(60) 

57 m. 

The required surface area in square meters is, therefore, A = ·1Tr2 
= 3.1416(57) 2 = 10,200 m2, and the required surface area in acres is 
10,200 x 0.000247 = 2.5 acres. 

For a pond of a more conservative design, require the annual average pond tern
perature to be 77°C; then the required surface arP.A iR ll,ROO m2 or 2.9 acres. 

3.2 DEPTH CALCULATIQH 

Using Section 2.2.2 as a reference, do the following calculations. 

(1) 

( 2) 

(3) 

( 4) 

Adjust 1min for the reflection at the pond's surface by multiply:
ing lmin by the factor f associated with 4> + 24°. The latitude 4> 

+ 24° is 39° + 24° = 63°, and the factor f from Table 2-2 is 0. 90. 
Hence, 1r min= 0.90 x 1min = 86.4 W/m2. , 
Adjust for transmission losses through the surface r.onver.ting and 
nonconvecting layers by multiplying 1r min by 0.29. (Note that 
attenuation due to transmission losses increases at the lower solar 
elevation angle at whi~h 1min occurs.) Thus, 1p,min = 0.29 x Ir,min 
= Q.29 X 86.4 ~ 25 W/m- •. 

Let 

T == Ta - 'l'a,min a = lU - (-2) = 12°C; 
,..., r - 37 W/m2 ; I ·-p 1p ,min = 62-- 25 = 

L <Lmax - L)/A = (480, 000 - 280, ooo) I 1 o, 200 

= 1Y.6 W/m2; and 

a (7 - 0.5)/12 - o. 25 ~ o. 29. 

Let 
,..., ,..., ,..., 

a = 0.70691-: 0.4663Ta - 3. 77221 cos 21Ta = 38.9466 
..• .v N 

b = -3.70541 - 1.4351Ta + 3.77221 sin 21Ta = -82.7087 
,..., ,..., ,..., 

c = -1.17751.+ 0.7766T8 + 6.28321 cos 21Ta = -64.8006 
,..., ,..., 

d -6.17201- 2.3904Ta + 6.2832L sin 21Ta = -137.7671 

10 
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( 5) Try various values of 0 in Eq. 2-2 until one is found that satisfies 
the requirement that Tmin = 48°C. That is, 

48 = T- ((a+ d0)2 + (b + c0)2]1/2 

5.232702 + 1.8861 

((38.9466- 137.76710) 2 + (-82.7087- 64.8006D) 2] 1/ 2 
70 -~-~----------------~~~----~--~--~~~~--

5.232702 + 1.8861 

is satisfied when 0 = 1.2. 

( 6) Add 1. 5 m to D, 1. 2 + 1. 5 = 2. 7 m, which gives the overall depth of 
the required pond including surface convecting and nonconvecting 
layers. 

For a pond of a more conservative design, assume that the average annual pond 
temperature must ·be 7rc and the minimum must be 60°C. It was noted above 
that for the pond's average an~ual temperature to be 77°C, the surfaG~ area 
must be 11,800 m2. Recomputing L, 

L = (Lmax- L)/A = (480,000- 280,000)/11,800 

one gets L = 16.9 W/m2. 

With this revised value of L, the revised values of a; b, c, and d are: 

a 36.4137 
b -92.5736 
c -60.6557 
d- ,154.1988 

After a trial and error application o·f Eq. 2-2, it is found that a 1. 8 m depth 
of storage satisfies the requirement that Tmin = 60°C. Hence, the total pond 
depth requirement is 1.8 + 1.5 = 3.3 m. 

3.3 VALIDATION OF EXAMPLE 

The example in this section was analyzed with a finite element computer pro
gram designed specifically for the simulation of salt gradient solar ponds 
(Jayadev and Henderson 1979). The simulation used hourly ambient temperature 
and insolation data and monthly load data. After several iterative runs with 
different pond areas and.depths, a "minimal pond" (for average 70°C and mini
mum 48°C temperatures) and a "conservative pond" (for average 77°C and minimum 

11 
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60°C temperatures) were found. Table 3-1 shows the monthly average inputs and 
the resulting monthly pond temperatures in each case. 

The minimal pond that WC1S sized using the detailed finite element computer 
program is 9500 m2 in surface area (2.35 acres) and 2.5 m deep. By compari
son, the pond. designed ·using the simple method measured 10,200 m2 (2.5 acres) 
in surface area and 2.7 m in depth. The conservative pond that was obtained 
using the finite element program is 11,300 m2 (2.8 acres) in surface area and 
3.5 m in depth, while its counterpart designed with the simple method is 
11,800 m2 (2.9 acres) in surface area and 3.3 min depth. The agreement, in 
these cases, is within 10% with the simple method usually erring on the con
servative side. 

Table 3-1. Sm:JLATED PERFORMANCE OF SAL'lr-cRADIENT SOLAR POND 

T.n:::arlc < 1 n11 !Jt") (3\'oroao ~W ,1_"'. Earon~hco~o) rum! Tewvewi.Uli"S c~ .. i!E "121l,il jlil1f1 
Ambient lnRol- Conservative Pond~ fll.n f.ma 1 Ponda 

Temp. attor, (2.8 acres, (2.35 acre•, 
Heat in!( Cooling Hot l~ater Total < ·n (IJ/m ) 3.5 m deep) 2.5 m deep) 

J~n. 6.0 (236) o.o ( 0 ) 0.7 (211) f,.7 (264) -1.6 110 62 48 
Feb. 5. 0 (218) o. 0 ( 0 ) o. 7 (30) s. 7 (249) o. 4 148 fiO 48 
Mar. 3.75 (148) o.o ( 0 ) (1, 7 (28) 4.45 (176) 2.8 201 64 58 
Apr. I. 75 (7 J) 2. 5 (102) o. 7 (28) 4. 95 (201) 8.6 247 73 73 
Hay 0.75 (30) s.o (197) 0.7 ( 28) 6.45 (255) 13.9 281 112 82 
June o.o ( 0 ) 10.0 (407) o. 7 (28) 10.7 (4 35) 18.9 309 Pol 86 
July o.o ( 0 ) ll-5(453) o. 7 (28) 12.2 ('o81) 22.8 299 89 66 
Aug. o.o ( 0 ) 11.0 (433) o. 7 (28) 11.7 (461) 22.0 269 89 85 
Sept. 0.25 (10) s.o (203) 0.7 (28) 5.95 (241) 17. I 227 86 78 
Oct. I. 0 (39) 2. 5 (98) o. 7 (28) 4, 2 ( 165) 11.1 171 Rlo 75 
Nov. 3.5 ( 142) o.o ( 0 ) 0.7 (28) 4.2 (170) 4.1 116 77 67 
Dec. 5. 5 (2 J 7) n. o c o ) (1, 7 (28) 6.2 (2'•5) o. 3 96 69 55 

Annual 27.5 ( 92) 47.5 (159) 8.8 (29) 83.8 (2110) 10.1 206 77 70 

"Pond as~umed cJ.rcular with 0.3 m upper convecting layer and 1.2 111 nnnc.onvecting layer. 

12 
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SECTION 4.0 

PREDICTED RESULTS FOR LOCATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 

Table 4-1 shows the results of s1z1ng the base case salt gradient solar pond 
using the simple technique described in Section 2.0, at various locations in 
the United States. The load is assumed to be 50 kWth on the average, attain
ing a maximum of 70 kWth during the peak demand period. Sizing calculations 
were performed for winter peaking and summer peaking loads. Summer peaking 
loads are more likely at lower latitudes where solar ponds may be used for 
cooling. The surface area requirement is unaffected by the timing of the peak 
demand. The depth requirement is affected, however; greater depth is required 
for a winter peaking load. Sizing was performed both for a "hot pond" (75°C 
average/50°C minimum) and a "warm pond" (60°C average/40°C minimum) at each 
location. 

The surface area requirement for the hot pond to serve the specified load 
ranges from about one-half acre in Miami, Fla. and Los Angeles, Calif. to a 
little over two acres in Boston, Mass. Surface area requirements for the warm 
pond range from a little over one-third of an acre in Miami and Los Angeles to 
almost one acre in Boston. The depth requirement ranges from 1.9 m for a sum
mer peaking load in Miami for both hot and warm ponds to 4.5 m for a winter 
peaking load and a warm pond in Denver. (Note that the depth requirement may 
be relaxed by increasing the surface area and thereby raising the entire tem
perature profile of the pond. See also Section 8.0). 

13 



Table 4-1. RiKQl"IRED SOLAR POW SIDRFACE AREAS AND DEPTHS AT WAR.lOUS LOCATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 

Pono Sizes for 50 kWth A~·g. /70 kWth Max. Load 3 

Lati- Insola~ion Ambient Pond 
tude (W/m ) To;!mp. <•c) Temp. < •c> Winter Peakin~ Summer Peakin!!z 

Region Loo::ation ( •) Avg./Min. Avg./Min. Avg./Min. A:ea {acres) Depth (m) Area (acres) Depth· (m) 

Pacific Lc•s -Amgeles 34 209/112 16.5/12.5 75/50 0.52 3.5 0.52 2.6 
Lc•3 Allgeles 34 209/112 16.5/12.5 60/40 o.~.s 4. 2 0.38 2. 7 

Mountain Denve;: 39 206/96 10.1/-1.2 75/50 0.63 3.7 0.63 3.0 
Denve-: 39 206/96 10. l/-1. 2 60/40 0.44 4. 5 0.44 3.3 

West N. Central Orr,.aha 41 174/67 9 .. 7/-6.6 75/50 1. 04 3.6 1. 04 3.2 
Omaha 41 174/67 9. 7/-6.6 60/40 0.&4 4.3 . o. 64 3.4 

...... 
~ West s. Central Dallae. 33 193/103 19.0f;'.4 75/50 o.~ 3.4 0.59 2.6 

Dallas 33 193/103 19. 0/:'. 4 60/40 0.42 4. 2 0.42 2.8 

East N. Central Chlca~.o 41 150/53 10 • .3/-4.3 75/50 1.31 3.5 1. 37 3.1 
Chicago 41 160/53 10.3/-4,3 60/40 0.75 4. 2 o. 76 3.4 

East s. ::entral Ja.ckscn, MS 32 185/93 18.3/8.4 75/50 0.65 3.4 0.66 2.7 
Jackscn, MS 32 185/93 18. 3/f;. 4 60/40 o. 45 4.1 0.45 3. 3 

New England Boetor: 42 145/53 10.7/-1.6 75/50 2.ov 3.2 2. 07 2.9 
Bostor 42 1'•5/ 53 10.7/-1.6 60/40 o. 95 3.8 o. 96 3. 2 

Middle A:lantic Philadelphia 40 154/62 12.6/C•. 2 75/50 1.4:! 3.2 1.42 2.9 
Ph:lla6elphia 40 154/62 12 •. 6/ (•. 2 60/40 o. 7V 3.9 o. 77 3.1 

So•.•th Atlantic Mi3mi 25 194/134 24.2/19.6 75/50 0.50 2.9 0.50 1. 9 
Mi3mi 25 194/134 24. 2/19.6 60/40 o. 3'' 3. 6 o. 37 I. 9 

aApproxinately the de;r.and of 25 to 50 househ:>lds. 
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SECTION 5.0 

THE GENERAL SOLAR POND 

5.1 ESTDIATING SURFACE AREA RlltQUIREMENT FOR THE GENERAL SOLAR. PO:ttm 

Recall that certain assumptions, listed in Table 2-1, were made for the base 
case salt gradient pond. These assumptions are reflected in the steps given 
in Section 2.0 for calculating the required surface area and depth for the 
base case salt gradient pond. With a different pond design, however, the 
assumptions become different and the constants in the formulas must be 
changed. The thickness of the nonconvecting layer in the salt gradient pond 
might be altered,* for example, or the conductivity of the earth might be dif
ferent from that assumed in the base case. The solar pond may not be a salt 
gradient pond at all but a saltless pond with surface glazings and temporary 
night insulation (Jayadev et al. 1979}. This section and Section 5.2 describe 
the steps for calculating surface area and depth, for the general solar pond 
using the simple method. 

5.1.1 Inpu1ts for Ca1cu1at:.ing Surface Area Requirement 

In additi.on to the inputs listed in Section 2.1, the following are required 
for the general solar pond surface area calculations: 

Ta 

5.1.1.;.1 

the average optical transmission; i.e., the fraction of incoming 
(and nonreflected) insolation that reaches the pond's storage area; 

the average heat loss coefficient from the surface of the pond to 
the ambient air (in W/m2 °C); 

the average heat loss coefficient from the edges of the pond (in 
W/°C per meter of pond perimeter); and 

the average heat loss coefficient from the bottom of the pond to the 
earth (in W/m2 °C). 

Average Optical Transmission 

For the salt gradient pond, an approximate value of Ta may be read from 
Fig. 5-1. For example, in the base case salt gradient pond of Section 2.0, 

. the combined depth of the surface convecting layer and the nonconvecting layer 
is 1.5 m. The distance a sunbeam has to traverse actually is greater than 
1.5 m, on the average, due to its oblique angle of incidence. Note, however, 
that refro9cti on will bend the direction of the sunbeam toward the normal. 
Assumi'{lg a path length slightly greater than 1. 5 m, an optical transmis
sion Ta of about 0.31 is read from Fig. 5-1. That is the same value used for 
the base case pond. The optical transmission may be read from Fig. 5-1 in a 

*Bear in mind that limitations on this thickness exist, depending on pond and ambient 
temperatures and salt type (see Tabor and Weinberger, forthcoming). 
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similar way for any salt gradient pond with any path length. For a saltless 
pond, the optical transmission is a function of the number of glazings placed 
over the surface and the optical transmission of each of the glazings. 

80 
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Figure 5-1. Optical Transmission -ta as a Function of the Depth of the 
Surface-Convecting and Nonconvecting Layers Combined 

5.1.1.2 S~ace Heat Loss Coefficient 

For the salt gradient pond, the surface heat loss coefficient Us is a function 
of the thickness of the nonconvecting layer and, to a lesser degree, the 
thickness of the surface convecting layer. A conductivity in these layers of 

·about 0.6 W-m/m2 °C was assumed for the base case. Using a combined noncon
vecting layer and surface convecting layer thickness of 1. 5 m leads to an 
assumed heat loss coefficient of about 0.4 W/m2 °C. (If the surface convec
ting layer were assumed to have no insulation value whatever, the heat loss 
coefficient would be closer to 0. 5 W/m2 °C). For a salt gradient pond with a 
different nonconvecting layer thickness, the surface heat loss coefficient 
will vary in inverse proportion to the thickness. For the saltless pond, the 
surface heat loss coefficient is a property of the surface configuration and 
glazings, and also of any night insulation that may be used. In the case of 
the saltless pond with night insulation, it probably is reasonable to average 
the daytime and nighttime surface heat loss coefficients to obtain Us• 
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5.1.1.3 Edge Beat Loss Coefficient 

For the salt gradient pond, the edge heat loss coefficient De may be estimated 
from Fig. 5-2. Since the surface area is calculated before depth in the sim
ple sizing method, the storage layer depth can only be approximated. For 
example, the base case pond with a nonconvecting layer of 1.2 m used an edge 
loss coefficient of 2. 2 W/m °C. This represented a fairly conservative 
assumption consistent with a storage depth of about 2-2.5 m (and overall pond 
depth of about 3.5-4 m). The accuracy of the method probably does not warrant 
the effort, but it would be possible to do a second iteration after the pond 
depth has been ascertained. 

3.0 
I 

0~-----.-----,,-----~------------r---
0 2 3 4 5 

Depth of Storage (m) 

Figure 5-2. Perimeter Heat Loss Coefficient of Salt Gradient Pond 
as a Function of the Nonconvecting and Storage ~yer 
Depths 

The edge losses displayed in Fig. 5-2 were calculated based on an assumed con
ductivity of the earth equal to 1.0 W-m/m2 °C. This conductivity can vary 
widely with different types of soil. If the conductivi~y is not 1.0, the num
ber read from Fig. 5-2 should be multiplied by the true value of the conduc
tivity to obtain the corrected value of De• Another caution is that the cal
culations on which Fig. 5-2 was based assumed that the pond surface was level 
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with the surrounding earth. If, in fact, the pond surface is above grade 
(with earth banked around the edges), then De will be larger than the value 
obtained from Fig. 5-2, and if the pond surface is below grade, De will be 
smaller. 

Less data on edge losses have been generated for 'the saltless pond, but it is 
reasonable to assume an edge loss coefficient Ue o.f 4 W/m °C (for an earth 
conductivity of 1.0 W-mfm2 °C). "Sinking" the surface of the. saltless pond, 
i.e., filling to well below the surface of the earth, reduces edge losses con
siderably. 

5.1.1.4 Bottom Heat Loss Coefficient 

The bottom heat loss coefficient Ub is the most difficult parameter to esti
mate but, in general, the least important. For the base case pond, Ub was 
assumed to be 0.1 W/m2 uc. This was roughiy based on the assumptions that the 
conductivity of the earth is 1.0 W-m/m2 °C, and that ground water (and there
fore a heat sink) exists 10 m below the bottom of the pond. Different earth 
conductivities and groundwater conditions will alter Ub in obvious ways. 

5.1.2 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

C'.alculat ions 

Multiply I by the adjustment factor f found in Table 2-2 for the giv
en latitude ~ to obtaj_n Ir (as in Section 2.1.2, step 1). 

Multiply Ir by Ta to obtain Ip• 

Let T = T - Ta. Then the radius r (in meters) of a circular pond 
needef to meet the requirements is given by 

(5-1) 

( 4) Find the required surf ace area (in square meters) by using A. :::: 1T r2. 
To obtain the required area in acres, multiply by 0.000247. 

5. 2 ESTDfA.TING DEPTH REQUIREMENT FOR THE ~ SOlL.AR. POND 

5.2.1 Inputs 

The inputs are the same as those listed in Section 2.2.1, plus Ta, Us, De and 
Ub as described ·in Section 5.1.1. 

18 
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5.2.2 Calculations 

(1) Multiply Imin by the factor f read from Table 2-2 for 4> + 24° to 
obtain Ir min• , 

(2) Estimate the optical transmission •Ottdn when the sun is at the winter 
solstice, whi~h will be less than the av~rage transmission Ta dis
cussed in Section 5.1.1. (For the base case pond, T~n was assumed 
to be 0.29 while Tci was assumed to be 0.31. These assumptions corre
spond to a sunbeam path length about 0.5 m longer at the winter sol
stice than at the equinox). Multiply Ir,min by T~in to obtain 
1p ,min" 

( 3) Let 

Ip,min 

L (Lmax - L)/A 

a (M- 0.5)/12- 0.25 

as in Section 2.2.2, step 3. 

< 4) Let 

a = (1.4138I- 2.3313UsTa- 7.5445L cos 2na)(Us + Ub) 

b (-7.4110I- 7.1756UsTa + 7.5445L sin 2na)(Us + Ub) 

c = -1.17751 + 1.9415UsTa + 6.2832L cos 2na 
,..... 

d -6.17201- 5.9759UsTa + 6.2832L sin 2na 

The values of cos 2na and sin 2na may be found in Table 2-3, as in 
Section 2.2.2, step 4. 

(5) Determine the required depth by trial and error. Select a trial 
depth D and compute the resulting minimum pond temperature tmin as 
follows: 

= T _ [<a+ dD)2 + (b + cn)2]1/2 
tmin 2 2 5.2327D + 7.5445(Us + Ub) 

(5-2) 

Repeat with another trial D until a value of D is found such that 
tmin .= Tmin' the desired minimum pond temperature. The value of D 
thus obtained is the depth of the pond's storage layer. 

(6) If the pond being sized is a salt gradient pond, add D to the depths 
of the surface convecting layer. and the nonconvecting layer to obtain 
the total depth. 
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SECTION 6.0 

ASSESSMENT OF LIKELY ERROR. 

Two sources of error must be considered: deviations in the results of the 
simple method from results of more detailed methods and deviations of the 
results of more detailed methods from experience. Numerical estimates of the 
statistical magnitudes of these deviations must await extensive testing of the 
simple method against detailed methods and against experience. A qualitative 
discussion, however, provides some insight into the origins and magnitudes of 
these errors. 

6.1 SOURCES OF DEVIATION IN THE RESULTS OF THE S:n:MPLE METHOD FR.O:K RESULTS OF 
DETAILED METHODS 

The deviations arise from the use of the assumptions in the simple sizing 
method. Chief among these assumptions is the neglect of the thermal storage 
in the ground and, for the salt gradient pond, in the nonconvecting layer. 
This thermal storage can be taken into account by detailed finite element com
puter programs. This neglect represents a source of conservatism in the esti-
mates of size, particularly in the estimate of depth. ' 

A second important assumption of the simple sizing method is that the varia
tions in insolation, ambient temperature, and load with time can be described 
by sine waves (see the Appendix). The averages of the sine functions are 
assumed to be I, Ta, and""L,""respect~vely, and the amplitudes of their devia
tions are· assumed to be I, Ta, and L. Obviously, to the extent that the pro
files of these variables over time can not be described by sine waves, errors 
will be introduced. Daily and, perhaps, even weekly _deviations from the sine 
wave form should have little effect, but long term deviations will have a def
inite impact. The size and direction of error will depend on the actual pro
files of the variables. The most likely candidates for error are locations 
where seasonal rainy or cloudy periods impose perturbations on the annual pro
files. During such periods the pond temperature might be lower than that pre
dicted by the model. Different circumstance~ will bring about differ~nt esti-' 
mation errors. 

6.2 SOUR.CES OF DEVIATIOIW IN 'l'IIE RESULTS OF MOlliE DltTAU.JW METHODS FRQM RESULTS 
OF EXPERIENCE · -;.,_::-

To put these simple method errors in perspective ·it must be noted that most 
sizing methods, no matter how detailed, deviate significantly from reality. 
Foremost of these deviations is the fact that a real solar pond has sloping 
and irregular sides, while a detailed model will represent it with vertical or 
regular sides. Also, it is not obvious whether "surface area" should be 
interpreted as the area of the upper pond face (surface), the area of the low
er pond face· (bottom), or something in between. It is apparent that there is 
much leeway for interpretation and judgment on the part of the user, and, 
therefore, precise calculations of pond area are likely Lu be a waste of 
effort. 
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Both simple and detailed models must make assumptions about the optical trans
missivity of the water. This transmissivity can vary significantly depending 
upon the quantity of suspended dust or other particles; surface impurities, 
suc_h as floating leaves; bacterial growth within the pond; and the type of 
salt used. The transmissivity estimates represented by Fig. S-1 are the best 
cu.rrently available; however, the sensitiv'ity of the required pond size to 
variations in the transmissivity assumptions may be tested by using the simple 
sizing me·thod described in this report. 

All detailed models currently devised ignore horizontal convection currents 
and temperature gradients within the pond. This could be an important source 
of error since edge temperatures are likely to be lower than center pond tem
peratures. All models also ignore the effects of localized heat extract~on 
from the pond. Most models, in fact, ignore edge effects entirely and simply 
solve for temperatures along a vertical axis within the pond • 

. These remarks suggest that the simple sizing method contains a number of 
sources for error, but even the most detailed simulation method will contain 
many of these sources of error. For preliminary investigations the simple 
sizing method is probably accurate enough and requires relatively little cal
culation effort: 
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SECTION 7.0 

DETERMINATION OF OUTPUT WHEN POND SIZE AND SHAPE ARE SPECIFIED 

7.1 FlliD~G AVERAGE MID llllfn:RDM TKftJERATID1lE FOR A GIVEN POND 

Suppose that instead of desiring to fit a solar pond to a specified load, the 
designer has a specified area available for a solar pond and he wishes to 
determine what output it can provide. He may either specify the average and 
maximum demands to be served and inquire as to what the consequent average and 
minimum pond temperatures will be; or specify the average and minimum output 
temperatures required and inquire as to what average and maximum demands can 
be served at those temperatures. 

This section addresses the first possibility while Section 7.2 deals with the 
second possibility. 

7.1.1 Inputs 

Required inputs are Ta, L, ~' I, Ta min' Imin' Lmax' M, Ta, Us, Ue, and Ub as 
' specified in Sections 2. 1.1, 2. 2. 1, and 5. 1. 1. In addition, the pond area A 

(in square meters) and perimeter P and depth D (in meters) are required as in
puts. (Note: if any or all of Ta min' Imin' Lmax' M, or D are unavailable, 

' steps 1 through 3 ?f the calculations below may still be executed to find the 
average pond temperature.) 

7.1.2 Calculations 

(1) Multiply I by the adjustment factor f found in Table 2-2 for the giv
en latitude ~ to obtain Ir (same as Sections 2. 1. 2 and 5. 1. 2, 
step 1). 

(2) Multiply Ir by Ta to obtain Ip (same as Section 5.1.2, step 2). 

(J) Flw.l the ci"ll'l!:r4ge annual pond temperature by 

T T 
a 

(7-1) 

(4) Multiply Imin by Llu:! fador f 1;ead from Table 2-2 for <I> + 2l,o to 
obtain Ir min (same as Sections 2.2.2 and 5.2.2, step 1). 

' 
(5) Estimate the optical transmission •~n at the winter solstice, as in 

Section 5.2.2, step 2. Multiply Ir,min by Tamin to obtain Ip,min" 
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(6) Let 

Ta =·Ta- Ta,min 

I Ip - Ip,min 

L (Lmax - L)/A 

a (M - 0.5)/12 - 0.25 

(same as Sections 2.2.2 and 5.2.2, step 3). 

(7) Let 

~ 

a = (1.4138I - 2.3313UsTa - 7 .5445L cos 2~a)(U5 + Ub) 

~ ~ ~ 

b (-7.41101- 7.1756U 0T0 + 7 •. 'l44'lT. Rin /.1T~)(JT~ + 111) 

c = -1~1775I + 1;9415UsTa + 6.2832L cos 2~a 

~ 

d -6.1720I- 5.9759U 8 Ta + 6.2832L sin 2~a 

Values of cos 2~a and sin 2~a may be found in Table 2-3 ·(same as Sec
tions 2.2.2 and 5.2.2, step 4). 

(8) Then find the minimum pond temperature by 

= T _[<a+ dD)2 + (b + cn)2)1/2 
tmin ? ~ 

5.2327D~ + 7.3443(Us + Ub)~ 
(7-2) 

7.2 FINDING AWERAGE AND H.unmM DEMAND SERVED BY A GlVRN l'ONlll 

If the size of the pond and the required average and minimum output tempera
tures are specified, the av~rage and maximum demand served can be calculated. 

7.2.1 Inputs 

......... - - -
Required inputs are T, T:;u <1>, I, Tmi.n, T8 min' Imint M, Ta, U8 , Ue, and Ub as 
specified in Sections :2.1.1, 2.2.1, and 5.1.1. In addition, the pond area A 
(in squ~re meters) and perimeter P and depth D (in meters) are required as in
puts. (If any or all of Tmin, Ta min, Imin, M, or D are unavailable, steps 1 

__ .. _ .. _through 3 of the calculations bel~w may ~till be executed to find the average 
demand served.) · · 
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7.2.2 Calculations 

(1) Multiply I by the adjustment factor f found in Table 2-2 for the giv
en latitude to obtain Ip (same as Sections 2. 1. 2, 5.1. 2, and 7 .1. 2, 
step 1). 

(2) Multiply Ir by ro to obtain Ip (same as Sections 5.1. 2 and 7.1. 2, 
step 2). 

(3) The average annual load in watts is 

(7-3) 

(to express in Btu/yr, multiply by 29, 900). 

( 4) Multiply Imin by the factor f read from Table 2-2 for <P + 24° to 
obtain Ir min (same as Sections 2.2.2 and 5.2.2, step 1, and Section 
7.1.2, st~p 4). 

(5) Estimate the optical transmission T~n at the winter solstice, as in 
Section 5.2.2, step 2. Multiply Ir,min by Tamin to obtain Ip,min" 

( 6) Let 
~ 

T T - Tmin 

a = (M- 0.5)/12- 0.25 

(7) Let 
~ ~ ~ 

p (1.41381- 2.3313UsTa)(Us +lib) - (6.17201 + 5.9759UsTa)D 

q - -7.5445(U9 + Ub) coo 2na_+ 6.2832D sin 2wa. 

s = 7.5445(Us + Ub) sin 2na + 6.2832D cos 2na 

z = T [5.2327D2 + 7.5445(Us + Ub)2] 

where cos 2na and sin 2na may be read from Table 2-3. 

(8) Then, find the maximum load by 

-'-[~( p!:.:q:l...-.:+--=:.r:::.:s ):....2_-~( q3...2--.:.+_s::..2_,)~(£p_2 _,+~r=~2_-__:z:...2..t..)..:!..] _1 1_2_-~( P;:..::q~....-.:.+--=.:r s:::.!..) 
Lmax = L +- q2 + s2 

25 
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SECTION 8.0 

HINTS FOR APPLICATION OF THE METHOD 

In solving a practical s1z1ng problem, any of the calculations from Sections 
2.0, 5.0, and 7.0 may be used. First, one might calculate surface area and 
depth for a base case salt gradient pond using Section 2. 0. H transmission 
and heat loss coefficients are known and diverge significantly from those of 
the base case pond, Section 5.0 may be used instead. If the depth requirement 
happens to be greater than desirable, considering the ground conditions where 
the pond will be built, a larger 'surface area may be selected and the calcula
tions rerun. A larger surface area raises the entire temperature profile of 
the pond, and, therefore, decreases the depth required to achieve the speci
fied minimum temperature. To find the new average annual temperature, apply 
the calculations in Section 7.1. If the pond will not be circular but, say, 
oblong with a specified width restriction, the size obtained from the sizing 
calculations for the circular pond will give some indication as to how long 
the pond must be. To test a trial length and width configuration for the 
oblong pond, run the calculations in Section 7.1 to see if the average and 
minimum temperatures meet the requirements. If they do not, the pond may be 
lengthened and the calculations retried. In this manner--investigating vari
ous pond configurations, output temperatures, and loads by· first applying one 
calculation, then revising and trying another, and so on--one may design, with 
relative eA~P., A pond whose size and shape fits into a particular context and 
whose output serves a satisfactory load. 
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APPENDIX 

DERIVATION OF THE METHOD 

Whatever their differences, the various solar pond designs have a very large 
body of thermal storage in common. It is assumed that this storage is so 
iarge that daily fluctuations in ambient temperature and insolation have a 
~egligible effect on the temperature of storage and that only seasonal varia
tions in the environment need be considered. 

It is assumed also that the heat loss from storage is related linearly to the 
difference between the temperature of storage and the temperature of the ambi
ent air and to the difference between the temperature of storage and the tem
perature of the ground. This means there must be effective heat loss coeffi
cients Ua and Ug such that the rate of heat loss is ·ua(T - Ta) + Ug(T - Tg), 
where Ta is the ambient temperature, Tg is the ground temperature (presumably 
equal to Ta, the average annual ambient temperature), and T is the temperature 
of the storage layer of the pond. In the saltless pond, T is assumed to be 
the temperature at any point. 

Suppose that characteristic heat loss coefficients Us, Ue, and Ub can be iden
tified for a pond of surface area A, perimeter P, and depth D where Us is the 
coefficient of heat loss from the surface of the pond (in W/m2- °C), Ue is the 
coefficient of heat loss from the edges of the pond (in W/m2 °C), Ub is the 
coefficient of heat loss from the bottom of the pond (in W/m2 °C), and A is 
measured in square meters with P and D measured in meters. Then, the coeffi
cients of heat loss to the ambient air Ua and to the ground Ug, respectively, 
can be expressed ·in terms of Us, Ue, Ub, A, and P as follows: · 

Ua = AUs + PUe, and Ug = AUb 

It is a reasonable approximation to model the insolation and the ambient tem
perature as sine waves, and, for simplicity, it is also assumed that the load 
can be represented as a sine wave. 

Thus, let 

Ta(t) = Ta + Ta sin 21T(t - cpT) 

I(t) = I + I sin 21T ( t cpi) 

L( t) = L + L sin 21T ( t cpL) 

The time t and the phase angles cpT, cpi, cp1 are measured in years. If insola
tion peaks in June, then cpi is approximately 0.22; if ambient temperature 
peaks about a month afterward, then cpT is approximately 0.30. 

Let A signify the solar collection area, Ta the fraction of insolation trans
mitted to the storage area of the pond, and PVcp the total heat capacity of 
storage (where P is the water density, V is the volume of storage, and Cp is 
its heat capacity ·per unit mass). 
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An energy balance yields 

or 

= -v1 [ TaAI + (u + u )T - 1 p cp a g a 
- rv + TaAI sin 2n(t 

~ 

+ UaTa sin 2n(t ~T) 

- L sin 2n(t - ~1 )] 

The solution to this differential equation is 

'.L'(t) ~ ~ + 1j1(r.) - ,-(r ) -at ... ,; • - 1)• p (A-1) 

where 

T = T + TctAI - L 
a Ua + Ug 

ljl( t) 

h(t - ~) [a sin 2n(t - ~)- 2n cos 2n(t- ~)]/[(2n) 2 + a2 ] 

and t 0 is the startup date for the pond (in years from January 1), at which 
time it is assumed T = Ta. S is the number of seconds in a year if I and L 
are expressed in watts. 

Note that Eq. A-1 expresses the pond storage temperature as the sum of the 
long term average pond temperature T, a periodic temperature deviation ljl( t), 
and a transient term C(t 0 )eat. 

·setting the derivative of Eq. A-1 equal to zero, one finds that in the steady 
state extreme temperatures occur at the times (1/2n) tan-1 [1ji(0.25)/1ji(O)]. By 
plugging these times into Eq. A-1 one can find the maximum and minimum tem
peratures. 
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